
These 15 years of history are the most convincing evidence of OTS's stability and quality of our 
services, but we are looking for more opportunities in the future, valuable experience in technology 
and outsourcing area along with the professionalism and talent of our employees accumulated 
during the decade within the IT.

Success in today’s competitive environment 
means your business must stay focused on core 

competencies. By working with OTS we can 
help your business maintain cost effectiveness 
and provide stable and innovative systems to 

meet the challenging days ahead.

There are many reasons to use Open Source software, perhaps the most 
obvious is that it is free to acquire, free to upgrade, and free of annual licensing 
costs. By removing the costs associated with proprietary software, you are free 
to spend the money where you really want to!  

On getting solutions to your business needs. OTS conveys winning business 
results through its profound industry experience and a 360 degree perspective 
of "Business through Open Technology"

Offering customers best assistance with creating fruitful and versatile 
organizations. An organization perceived universally for its far reaching 
arrangement of administration, OTS deal with a specialist's way to conveying 
advancement and an association wide responsibility to supportability

Today the era of open source for mission-
critical systems is solidly underway.

Open
Technology
Solutions

Companies are searching for more creative ways of utilizing Linux Based 
Services in their environments and often require in house expertise of 
companies like us. At OTS we are confident that we can work with any version 
of Linux your business may prefer. We can provide the right consultant to 
match your requirement. Regardless of the project if it uses Linux we are 100% 
confident that we are the people for you. We provide Linux Based Solutions 
around the globe.

 OTS is your nix preference!



Think Globally, Act Globally.

OTS predominantly specializes in developing software 
based on Java, PHP, C++, Ruby on Rails, Groovy on 
Grails technologies and mobile development. 
However, we have accumulated experience in a wide 
range of other technologies like Perl, Python.

While working on the projects we get in close touch 
with the corresponding professional sphere and 
scrutinize its every aspect specific for the software 
under development. That is why, OTS possesses deep 
knowledge and broad practical experience in such 
industries as printing, eCommerce, product life cycle 
management, postal services, banking sector, etc.

We welcome every opportunity to be helpful to our 
customers in everything regarding software 
development. Working with every single client we 
apply the latest development standards and innovative
technologies and offer various methods of work. OTS, 
we'll be able to work out the model suitable for you!

Services
Custom software development
We comply with the latest development and technology 
standards, apply cutting edge software engineering 
methodologies and integration procedures adjusted to 
every specific case.

Design, redesign, support, integration and 
maintenance of custom software
We are ready to go an extra mile to be always at hand 
when support, maintenance or our creative activity to 
perform design or redesign is required.

Software testing
We provide our customers with the important 
information about the quality of their software or our 
product that is planned to be used for their purposes. 
Our usage of advanced testing procedures ensures 
software positive performance.

Information technology consulting
To make offshore software development efficient and 
reduce the related costs our customers often request 
process and technology consulting that prove to be of 
considerable use to them while building a productive 
model of software development outsource.

Writing technical documentation
We also offer compiling technical documentation for the 
software we develop. Software documentation serves as 
a detailed explanation of the application functions.

Custom web‐design and original artwork
Supplying our clients with custom web design services 
we help them individualize their business and make it 
stand out of the crowd.



Information security services (ISS)
Mission
To provide information security expertise to the campus 
community and provide services in the areas of network security 
monitoring and vulnerability management. A recent addition to 
the mandate is the architecture, planning, and oversight of 
Identity and Access Management.

Responsibilities
    Intrusion detection and firewall
    Security policy and enforcement
    Identity and access management
    Security consultations

what we do:
Deployment and Systems Integration - We design, build and integrate systems entirely or mainly from Open Source components.
24 hour Support - We give you the confidence to use Open Source software with our expertise backing you when you need it.
Managed Service - We use Open Source software to provide a solution that meets your specific technology need.
Strategic Consultancy - We help you identify opportunites to benefit from what Open Source can do for you.
Outsourcing - We look after your technology investments, including but not limited to Open Source, for you.
Training - We pass on our expert knowledge on specific Open Source products.

www.otsglobal.org

::   File/print
::   LDAP directory
::   Linux Desktop deployment
::   Backup/Recovery
::   VoIP PBX
::   Network Monitoring
::   Microsoft integration
::   Firewalls
::   Virtualization

::   Email/collaboration
::   Web Services
::   High Availability
::   Clustering
::   Spam/Virus filtering
::   Web content filtering
::   Thin Clients
::   Consolidation
::   and more...

Linux and Open Source software is widely regarded as a stable, 
secure, and cost effective platform for running business 
applications. While most companies use Linux in some form as a 
server or network platform there is also interest in Linux as a 
desktop, kiosk, and for other user facing components.

Linux arrived in the business world through many avenues. It may 
have arrived formally through software or solution providers who 
required Linux as an application or database platform. It may have 
also arrived in a more grass-roots way. IT staff may have used 
Linux to solve problems without dealing with budget or license 
constraints. In many cases the person who brought Linux into the 
data centre has moved on and you need to understand and 
manage these systems. This is where Net Direct's Linux solutions 
can help.

OTS  has been providing Linux and Open Source solutions to 
businesses since 1998. We have years of experience installing and 
supporting a wide range of Linux solutions from application and 
database servers to email and web servers to desktop and VoIP 
PBX systems.

OTS provides a wide range of solutions including:

Apart from being engaged in offshore software development projects 
and outsourcing IT services for our global customers we succeed in 
finding time and resources to develop our own products and take 
pleasure in making them highly competitive, valuable and innovative. 
We endeavor to implement our creativity and technological ideas in 
our own products, some of which are open source.

::   General Ledger Accounting Software
::   Point of Sale (POS
::   Supply Chain Management
::   Fixed Asset Management
::   HRM Payroll Management
::   Library Management
::   Repair workshop Management
::   School Management
::   Time & Attendance Management 
::   Leave Management
::   Project Management
::   Stock. Inventory, Purchase, Sale & Invoicing Management
::   CRM Customar Relationship Management
::   Helpdesk Management

opensource

Products

 OPEN SOURCE is the FUTURE....
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